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Two and three nucleon induced photon absorption
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We have investigated the mechanisms leading to two and three body photon absorption in nuclei. At photon
energies around the pion production threshold we obtain a fraction of three body absorption of less than
10% of the total, contradicting previous theoretical claims that it dominates the absorption process. The
strength of the three body channel grows smoothly with the photon energy reaching a maximum of about
60% of the total direct absorption at energies of the photon around 400 MeV.

PACS number~s!: 25.20.Dc
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I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of how many nucleons are involved in photo
absorption in nuclei is bound to follow a similar trend as th
same question in pion absorption. This latter topic has
tracted much attention experimentally@1# and the findings in
medium and heavy nuclei support a picture of pion abso
tion where the two nucleon mechanism is largely domina
at low pion energies but the three body mechanism becom
more important as the energy increases, reaching a maxim
aroundTp5250 MeV where its strength is about one-half o
the total absorption rate. The experimental findings follo
closely the theoretical predictions of Ref.@2# calculated up to
Tp5400 MeV. A semiphenomenological evaluation at ene
gies above theD resonance shows the three body absorpti
playing a smaller role than the two body one@3#.

When talking about two and three body absorption o
must clarify its meaning. Usually many particles are in
volved in the process of pion absorption. For instance a pi
can undergo quasielastic collisions with other nucleons b
fore it is finally absorbed@4#. On the other hand the nucleon
coming from the quasielastic collisions or pion absorptio
can scatter with other nucleons on their way out. Hence o
distinguishes the genuine absorption mechanisms as the o
step processes where the pion is absorbed, leaving apart
tial state interaction of the pion or final state interaction
the nucleons. In terms of Feynman diagrams for the proc
it means that genuine absorption diagrams are those wh
on shell pions and on shell nucleons do not appear in
intermediate lines of the absorption amplitude. Since the p
ticles involved in the diagrams will be off shell, they ar
short lived and the process is of relatively short range.

Similarly, when we talk here about genuine~or direct!
photon absorption we refer again to mechanisms in whi
real pions or real nucleons are not present in intermedi
states in the absorption amplitude. The contribution of su
mechanisms in the region of dominance of theD has been
studied in Ref.@5#. In addition to this, one has alternative
mechanisms for photon absorption in which a real pion
created through the (g,p) reaction and the pion is subse
quently absorbed by two or three nucleons. This alternat
5356-2813/96/53~1!/305~9!/$06.00
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way of photon absorption is usually addressed as indire
photon absorption and has proved to be very important
energies around theD excitation and above in light@6# and
heavy@7# nuclei.

In Ref. @8# it was suggested that the whole strength o
photon absorption around the pion production thresho
could be due to genuine three nucleon mechanisms in t
sense used here. Comparisons of this model with estima
of two body absorption, based upon the empirical quaside
teron model, were made in Ref.@9# and reinforced the idea
that photon absorption should be dominated by three bod
absorption around pion creation threshold. However, calc
lations of the two body absorption channels at the same e
ergy @5# show that the two body mechanisms provide a rea
sonable reproduction of the experimental data@10–12#.

On the other hand some experimental analyses around
same photon energy in (e,e8) reactions came to suggest that
three body absorption might account indeed for a conside
able fraction of the total absorption rate@13#. Some other
data in light nuclei suggest smaller fractions of three bod
absorption@14#. The experimental situation is now experi-
encing a boom and plenty of data are being analyzed, whi
should shed light on these issues@15#.

Meanwhile the idea of Ref.@8# stimulated an interesting
work on two nucleon inducedL decay@16# which had re-
percussions on the neutron to proton inducedL decay ratio,
one of the puzzles inL hypernuclear decay@17#. The idea
was caught in Ref.@18#, improving on several approxima-
tions of Ref.@16#, with the result that the two nucleon in-
duced channel represents about 15% of the one nucleon
duced channel, but still can have large repercussions in t
experimental analysis trying to extract the ratio ofn to p
inducedL decay. The steps given in Refs.@16# and@18# have
laid the ground for an accurate evaluation of the thre
nucleon mechanism suggested in Ref.@8# for photon absorp-
tion and its comparison with the two nucleon mechanism
studied in Ref.@5#. This is the purpose of the present work.
The analogy with the two nucleon and one nucleon induce
L decay in nuclei is apparent and we shall closely follow
Refs.@16# and@18# in the evaluation of the absorption rates
305 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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306 53E. OSET AND A. RAMOS
The details of the formalism and the approximations used
presented in Secs. II–IV. The results are shown and d
cussed in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI summarizes our conc
sions.

II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON PHOTON
ABSORPTION IN NUCLEI

The many body approach followed in Refs.@5,7# offers a
unified treatment of all the reaction channels in photo
nucleus scattering. At photon energies below 500 MeV tho
channels are essentially (g,p) and photon absorption by
nucleons. The starting point in Ref.@5# is a model for the
elementarygN→pN reaction, similar to the one of Ref.
@19#, which contains the pion pole, Kroll-Ruderman term
nucleon direct and crossed terms, andD direct and crossed
terms. One can obtain photon self-energy diagrams by fo
ing the terms of thegN→pN amplitude and summing over
occupied states. Such terms are depicted in Fig. 1~a!. At
higher orders in the nuclear density the pion in Fig. 1~a! is
allowed to interact with the medium, exciting a particle ho
(ph), for instance, as depicted in Fig. 1~b!. Higher order
terms in the nuclear density are also considered in Ref.@5#.
As an example we show in Fig. 2 terms involving one, tw
or three occupied nucleons or, equivalently, terms line
quadratic, and cubic in the nuclear density approximately

The totalg nuclear reaction cross section@omitting the
negligible Compton and coherent (g,p0) channels# is given
by @5#

s52
1

kE d3r ImP„k,r~rW !…, ~1!

FIG. 1. ~a! Photon self-energy diagram obtained by folding th
gN→pN amplitude. The circle indicates the sum of the terms
this amplitude.~b! Photon self-energy diagram obtained from th
one in ~a! when the pion is allowed to excite aph. The cut in the
figure ~dotted line! corresponds to two nucleon photon absorptio
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whereP(k,r) is the self-energy of a photon of momentumk
in nuclear matter of densityr. A local density approximation

is implicit in Eq. ~1! sincer is substituted byr(rW), the local
density of the nucleus, and an integral is done over the who
nuclear volume. This approximation was found to be ex
tremely good in Ref.@5#, where it was mathematically
proved that folding the local self-energy with any finite rang
of the interaction leads exactly to the same cross section.

The imaginary part of the photon self-energy is obtaine
from the many body diagrams when the set of intermedia
states cut by the dotted lines in Figs. 1 and 2 is placed o
shell in the intermediate integrations, a procedure which
easily implemented in terms of Cutkosky rules. In Fig. 2 on
can see that the cuts of~a!, ~c!, and ~d! lead to the (g,p)
channel, while~b! leads to 2N photon absorption and~e! to
3N photon absorption.

Let us concentrate in diagram~e! of Fig. 2. The evalua-
tions in Ref.@5# are done omitting the on shell pion in the
interaction line~serrated line! closest to the photon in the
figure. This is done to obtain the genuine absorption cont
bution. Assume for a moment that the interaction line corre
sponds to a pion and the pion is on shell. The process th
qualifies as a (g,p) step followed by the absorption of the
pion by two nucleons, which is what we call indirect photon
absorption and is evaluated in Ref.@7#. This latter result
looks intuitive but an analytical proof can be found in Ref
@20#. At photon energies where the pion has a kinetic energ
of around 100 MeV or more, the propagation of these pion
in the nucleus can be done accurately in terms of a Mon
Carlo simulation@21# where the real pions move along clas
sical trajectories between collisions or before absorptio
with probabilities for these processes calculated with th
many body scheme of Ref.@5#. However, if we assume once

e
of
e

n.

FIG. 2. Diagrammatic representation of theDh photonuclear
excitation piece, includingD self-energy corrections. The dotted
lines indicate the sources of imaginary part of the photon se
energy when the internal lines cut by the dotted line are placed
shell. The cut in~a! accounts for the (g,p) channel, the one in~b!
for g absorption by two nucleons, and the one in~c! for corrections
to (g,p) when the pion, in the pion exchange included as part o
the interaction, is placed on shell. The cut in~d! accounts for
2p2h1p excitation. The cut in~e! accounts forg absorption by
three nucleons.
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53 307TWO AND THREE NUCLEON INDUCED PHOTON ABSORPTION
more one pion exchange~OPE! in the same interaction line
and go down with the photon energy just below pion produ
tion threshold, then the OPE corresponds necessarily to
off shell pion and the mechanism has become a genuine th
body absorption. This is so since in the photon absorpt
diagram@just the lower half of diagram~e! below the dotted
line# there are no on shell pion or nucleon intermediate line
The process involves the absorption of the photon by th
nucleons and is a one-step process.

This latter mechanism is the one considered in Ref.@8#,
although we have used a different language and motivat
in order to put the mechanism in a general framework in t
light of recent findings in photoabsorption. On the oth
hand, such a contribution for theD excitation pieces in Fig.
2 is also considered in Refs.@2# and@5#, but this is irrelevant
for photon absorption around pion threshold because,
shown in Fig. 49 of Ref.@5#, photon absorption at these
energies is practically all given by the nonresonant terms,
essentially by the Kroll-Ruderman and pion pole terms in t
gN→pN vertex. The three nucleon mechanisms discuss
above, but driven by the background terms~non-D terms! in
thegN→pN amplitude, were not considered in Ref.@5# and
the assumption was made that the proportion of three bod
two body absorption would scale, as a function of energ
like the resonant pieces, in which case the three body te
would be negligible at the low photon energies where t
nonresonant absorption dominates. However, the expec
detail of the coming experiments and the existence of pu
lished work claiming a dominance of the 3N mechanism
around pion threshold@8,9# call for a careful evaluation of
this mechanism which we conduct in the next section.

The distinction between genuine and nongenuine th
body absorption might look artificial or just a question o
taste. This would be so if, in evaluating the amplitudes of t
Feynman diagrams, there is an integration over the varia
of the pion propagator which can become singular, as is
case in finite nuclei using nuclear wave functions, but not
nuclear matter. Let us clarify this. Take the amplitude corr
sponding to the photon absorption diagram below the dot
line in Fig. 3~e! and look at the pion in the serrated lin
closest to the photon. The pion propagator can become
gular ~pion on shell! and must be split into a principal par
and ad function. In finite nuclei the nucleons have a mo
mentum distribution and one must integrate over the pi

FIG. 3. Photon self-energy diagram accounting for the thr
body absorption discussed in Ref.@8#.
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momentum when evaluating the amplitude, which then b
comes well behaved. In nuclear matter, the nucleon states
plane waves; hence, the pion momentum is well defined fo
given final state configuration and no momentum integrati
is required in the amplitude. Therefore, the cross sectio
obtained by squaring the amplitude and integrating over t
final nucleon configurations, is infinite since it involves inte
grals of d2 which are divergent. This might look like an
absurd result but it is not. It is the exact measure of what o
is evaluating there. Indeed, the physical meaning is illu
trated in Ref.@20# and corresponds to the probability per un
length that there is agN→pN collision times the probability
that the pion is absorbed by a pair of nucleons in nucle
matter integrated over the lifetime of the pion. Since the pio
has become on shell~its propagator has zero width!, it can
live forever and the probability obtained is infinite. In finite
nuclei, unlike in infinite nuclear matter, the real pion onl
meets pairs of nucleons in the finite volume of the nucle
and the probability is well behaved. In view of that it look
like the answer is clear: Evaluate these diagrams in fin
nuclei. This is certainly a possibility and indeed some calc
lations are done in this way@6#. However, if one looks at the
real situation in medium and heavy nuclei, where a pion c
undergo two or three collisions before it is absorbed and ea
of the emitted nucleons can undergo a couple of collisio
before they leave the nucleus@21#, it becomes immediately
clear that the Feynman diagrams associated with these p
cesses in finite nuclei become technically prohibitive. Not
vain, these finite nuclei calculations are only available
very light nuclei like 3He @6#.

The realization of this complexity is what has force
people to tackle these problems with multiple ramification
using cascade methods, like the Monte Carlo simulation
Refs.@7,21,22#. The separation of the contribution where o
shell pions appear in the final state is mandatory in su
procedures. The methods are precisely based on probabili
of genuine processes where no on shell particles can app
as intermediate states in the corresponding amplitudes. T
the process which we have discussed, where a real pion
pears after the (g,p) reaction and is subsequently absorbe
is naturally treated as a two-step process in the Monte Ca
simulation, hence the need to be excluded as a genuine p
cess. Thus only processes with finite probability appear
input in the simulation. Furthermore, the two-step process
which had an infinite probability in infinite nuclear matte
become finite, since the nuclear size is taken into accou
and when a pion leaves the nucleus it can no longer be sc
tered or absorbed by the nucleons.

The former discussion justifies the separation of genui
processes from the theoretical point of view. However, this
not the only justification since experimentally, by means
detailed analysis and selection of events in different regio
of the Dalitz plot, one can separate approximately genui
from multistep processes. For instance, analysis of invaria
masses of pairs of outgoing nucleons leads to distincti
peaks theoretically@20# and experimentally@23# if they come
from the absorption of a real pion, and this can distinguish
(g,p) event followed by absorption of a real pion from a
background of genuine three body absorption.

ee
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III. TWO AND THREE BODY ABSORPTION
AROUND PION THRESHOLD

By following the formalism of Refs.@16# and @18# we
would like to evaluate the photon self-energy correspondi
to the diagrams of Figs. 1~b! and 3 around the pion threshold
The results of Fig. 49 in Ref.@5# indicate that theD-led
terms account for less than 10% of the direct two body a
sorption cross section at this energy. Thus, we only consi
here the Kroll-Ruderman and pion pole terms which are t
dominant nonresonant terms in thegN→pN amplitude@5#
there. They only contribute for charged pions up to a sm
contribution in thegp→p0p case which we neglect. We also
neglect terms of orderm/2M in the charged pion amplitudes
wherem andM are the pion and nucleon mass, respective
All these terms introduce corrections of order (m/2M )2 in
the final result of the photon self-energy and can thus
disregarded. With these simplifications the Kroll-Ruderm
ng
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and pion pole terms are given by

2 i tKR56e
f

m
A2sW •eWFp~k2q!,

2 i tPP56e
f

m
2A2eW•qW sW •~qW 2kW !

1

~q2k!22m2Fp~k2q!,

~2!

where f 2/4p50.08,eW is the photon polarization vector~we
work in the Coulomb gaugee050,eWkW50), andFp(k2q) is
a monopole form factor withLp51300 MeV which we take
from Ref. @24#. The 1 (2) sign in Eq. ~2! stands for the
reactiongp→p1n (gn→p2p).

In spin-isospin saturated nuclear matter, the photon se
energy for the sum ofp1 andp2 exchange in the diagrams
of Figs. 1~b! and 3 is given by
he

these
2 iP~k!52E d4q

~2p!4
i
1

4
UN~k2q!@ iD 0~q!#2@2 iPp* ~q!#(

l
(
si

(
sf

~2 i t !~2 i t †!, ~3!

whereUN(k2q) is the Lindhard function forph excitation,D0(q) the pion propagator,t thegN→pN amplitude, andPp* the
pion self-energy. We sum over initial and final spins of the nucleons inutu2 and average over the photon polarization.

In order to obtain ImP we apply the Cutkosky rules@25# adapted to the present case,

P~k!→2i ImP~k!,

UN~k2q!→2iu~k02q0!ImUN~k2q!, ~4!

Pp* ~q!→2iu~q0!ImPp* ~q!,

and we obtain

ImP~k!52E d4q

~2p!4
ImUN~k2q!u~k02q0!u~q0!D0~q!2ImPp* ~q!(

l
(
si

(
sf

utu2, ~5!

where the sum and average ofutu2 is given by

(
l

(
si

(
sf

utu25Fp
2 ~k2q!uTu2, ~6!

with

uTu254e2
f 2

m2 H P112F 1

~q2k!22m2G2~qW 2kW !2FqW 22 ~kW•qW !2

k2
GP212

1

~q2k!22m2 FqW 22 ~kW•qW !2

k2
GP3J ~7!

andP15P25P351.
The results of Eqs.~6! and ~7! must still be corrected for effects of nuclear polarization and short range correlations. T

polarization would account for the random phase approximation~RPA! diagrams depicted in Fig. 4. We follow here the same
steps as in Ref.@5# to include both effects. The details needed for the present case are presented in the Appendix. When
corrrections are implemented Eq.~5! is replaced by
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ImP~k!52E d4q

~2p!4
ImUN~k2q!u~k02q0!u~q0!@D0~q!Fp~q!Fp~k2q!2D̃0~q!F̃p~q!F̃p~k2q!#2

3
~ f 2/m2!qW 2ImP̄p* ~q!

u12VL~q!P̄p* ~q!u2
uT̄u2, ~8!
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whereD̃0 ,F̃p are the same functionsD0 ,Fp but substituting
qW 2 by qW 21qc

2 with qc.780 MeV. On the other hand,uT̄u2 is
given in Eq.~7! taking the values ofP1 , P2 , andP3 defined
in the Appendix. In Eq.~8!, VL(q) stands for the longitudinal
part of the spin-isospin interaction@see Eqs.~A2! and ~A3!
of the Appendix#, andP̄p* is related toPp* by means of

Pp* ~q!5
f 2

m2qW
2Fp

2 ~q!P̄p* ~q!, ~9!

wherePp* (q) is the irreducible self-energy in the sense th
none of the diagrams it contains consists of pieces connec
by VL .

We now splitP̄p* in the numerator of Eq.~8! into its three
components

P̄p* ~q!5P̄1p1h* ~q!1P̄Dh* ~q!1P̄2p2h* ~q!, ~10!

corresponding to the coupling toph, Dh, and 2p2h excita-
tions and defined in Eq.~A4! of the Appendix. Below the
pion threshold we have ImP̄Dh* 50, and then the contribu-
tions proportional to ImP̄1p1h* or to ImP̄2p2h* correspond to
photon absorption by two nucleons and three nucleons,
spectively, since one extra nucleon is implicit i
ImUN(k2q). As we have commented in former sections th
two nucleon contribution is the one considered in Ref.@5#
while the three nucleon contribution, obtained from the ter
proportional to ImP̄2p2h* , will be new.

We shall also extrapolate the results of this new chan
to energies a bit above the pion threshold. Here one m
deal also with the pion production channel. In this case, sin
ImP̄1p1h* 50 when the pion is on shell~no pion absorption by
one nucleon!, there is no admixture between the pion pro
duction mode and the two nucleon absorption channel. Ho
ever, since ImP̄2p2h* Þ0 when the pion can be on shell, th
two modes are mixed and a separation must be made. In R
@7# this is done with the help of a Monte Carlo simulation, b
letting a pion be produced according to the probability give
by the diagram of Fig. 1~a!, then propagate through the
nucleus, and eventually be absorbed by two nucleons. As
mentioned, this gives rise to the phenomenon of indire
photon absorption. At very low pion energies we can ta
advantage of the fact that pions are little absorbed to mak
simplified, yet realistic, calculation.

The first step is to add the pionic decay channel of F
1~a! to our results of Eq.~8!. This is easily done by means o

ImP~1a!~k!52E d4q

~2p!4
ImUN~k2q!u~k02q0!u~q0!

3Fp
2 ~k2q!ImD0~q!uT̄u2. ~11!
t
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Although the sum of Eq.~8! and~11! seems to consist of
a numerator with ad function, from ImD0(q), and a broad
peak, fromu12VL(q)P̄p* (q)u

22, one can see, by summing
analytically the two terms, that there is only a broad pea
around the renormalized pion pole with a width related t
ImP2p2h* . The whole strength corresponds now to a pion i
the medium. However, because of the spreading in mome
tum space of the pion strength, some regions of the spectru
cannot show up as a physical asymptotic pion because th
would violate energy and momentum conservation, and th
are forced to appear as 2p2h excitations of the pionic mode.
In order to evaluate the pion emission rate we take here t
same prescription as in Ref.@18# which leads to realistic
rates of pion emission in theL nuclear decay. For this pur-
pose we substitute, in Eq.~11!,

ImD0→ImD~q!.2pd„~q0!22ṽ2~q!…, ~12!

whereṽ(q) is the modified dispersion relation of the pion in
the medium given by the solution of

ṽ2~q!2qW 22m22Pp„ṽ~q!,q…50. ~13!

The functionPp ,

Pp~q!5
Pp* ~q!

12
f 2

m2g8P̄p* ~q!

, ~14!

is the pion proper self-energy, which excludes those di
grams with pieces connected by one pion exchange~unlike
P* which excluded the diagrams connected by the fu
VL , i.e., those connected by one pion exchange plus tho
connected byg8, the parameter of the induced Landau
Migdal interaction!.

In order to extract the three body absorption contributio
in the present case we evaluate the total ImP from the sum
of Eqs. ~8! and ~11!, subtract the two body absorption con-
tribution obtained from Eq. ~8! by keeping only
ImP̄1p1h* (q) in the numerator, and then subtract the pioni
contribution with the prescription given above. The result
are discussed in Sec. V.

IV. THREE BODY PHOTON ABSORPTION
AT HIGHER ENERGIES

As we go to higher energies, theD excitation becomes
gradually more important and, at energies 300 Me
,Eg, 500 MeV, photon absorption is dominated by theD
terms~see again Fig. 49 of Ref.@5#!. In pion nucleus scatter-
ing the three body absorption has a maximum of abo
60% of the total at energiesvp. 400 MeV. Here we should
expect the same since at photon energies aroundEg5400
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MeV the total absorption isD dominated in about 90%. As a
consequence we expect a curve for the ratio of direct t
body photon absorption to the total direct absorption pre
much the same as the one given in Fig. 12~solid line! of Ref.
@2#.

In Ref. @5# a detailed evaluation of the two body and thre
wo
tty

e

body absorption terms in theD region is done and hence we
omit the details here. We simply summarize the most impo
tant elements in order to establish the connection with t
evaluations done in the former section. TheD excitation con-
tribution to the photon self-energy is given by Eq.~44! of
Ref. @5#,
ImP~D!~k!524E d3p

~2p!3
n~pW !S f g

m D 2 49kW c.m.2
1
2 G̃~k1p!1CQ~r/r0!

a1CA2~r/r0!
b1CA3~r/r0!

g

uAs2MD1 1
2 i G̃~k1p!2SD~k1p!u2

, ~15!
ed

nt
6.

e

y

-
n

-

.

where f g50.12 is thegND coupling constant,pW is the mo-
mentum of the nucleon in the Fermi sea,kc.m. the photon
momentum in thegN center of mass system,G̃ the Pauli
correctedD width, and CQ ,CA2 ,CA3 coefficients of the
terms of the imaginary part of theD self-energy related to
the (g,p) channel, two body, and three body absorptio
respectively. Analytical parametrizations of these coefficien
can be found in Ref.@26#.

Equation~15! corresponds actually to the diagrams of Fi
2, where iterations~in the Dyson sense! of theD self-energy
insertions in the figure are implicitly assumed. This is aut
matically done by adding the proper self-energy to theD
mass in theD propagator. The imaginary part of theD propa-
gator is the fraction appearing in Eq.~15!. The sources of
ImSD shown in the numerator can be traced back to t
contribution of the diagrams in Fig. 2. The term withG̃ is
associated with diagram~a! @(g,p)#, the term withCQ to the
cut in diagram~c! @correction term to (g,p)#, the term with
CA2 to diagram~b! ~two body absorption!, and the term with
CA3 to diagram~e! ~three body absorption!. Diagram~d! ac-

FIG. 4. Photon self-energy diagrams, with Kroll-Ruderman a
pion pole terms in thegN→pN amplitude, showing the medium
polarization through RPAph and Dh excitations induced by the
pion.
n,
ts

g.

o-

he

counts for corrections to (g,p) and is included in theCQ
term, and there is also a term included inCA3 which corre-
sponds to Fig. 5.

For completeness we should also mention that in Ref.@5#
a new source of genuine three body absorption is calculat
tied to thegN→ppN channel, instead of thegN→pN to
which the former pieces are tied via exchange curre
mechanisms. The corresponding diagram is shown in Fig.
It contributes only appreciably at energies above theD re-
gion. For instance, atEg5450 MeV it contributes about 10–
15 % of the cross section, which is a sizable fraction of th
direct photon absorption cross section.

The results for the totalg cross section and direct photon
absorption can be found in Ref.@5#. In the next section we
show the splitting of this cross section in two and three bod
contributions.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our results for direct two and three nucleon photon ab
sorption are shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the photo
energy for two different nuclei,12C ~solid line! and 208Pb
~dashed line!. We observe that the two body absorption re
sults are consistent with those obtained in Ref.@5#. The three

nd

FIG. 5. Three body absorption diagram also included in Eq
~15!.
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nucleon absorption cross section is very small, of the or
of 2–12 % of the two nucleon absorption channel in t
range 100 MeV,Eg,200 MeV. These results show tha
photon absorption around pion threshold is essentially a
body process~leaving apart final state interaction of th
nucleons! and strengthens the results obtained in Refs.@5#
and @7#.

One can wonder why these results are so much sma
than those obtained in Ref.@8#. For this purpose let us reca
that several approximations were done in Ref.@8#, which
necessarily lead to a larger three nucleon absorption rate
the one hand a constant densityr5r0 was used in Ref.@8#,
while we use here the local density approximation. Since
three body absorption terms are roughly of orderr3, one can
see from Eq. ~1! that sA3 /A is proportional to
*d3rr3(r )/A[Cr0

2 . Using ar -dependent density we obtai
C50.32, 0.36, and 0.66 for12C, 16O, and 208Pb, respec-
tively, while C51 for a sphere of constant densityr0 . On
the other hand a pion self-energy independent ofq0 is also
employed in Ref.@8#. This does not provide the necessary o
shell dependence of the self-energy needed for the pre

FIG. 6. Three body absorption diagram considered in Ref.@5#
and which provides contribution above theD resonance region.

FIG. 7. sabs/A as a function of the photon energy for direct tw
body and three body absorption. Upper two lines: two body abso
tion. Lower two lines: three body absorption. Dashed lines are
208Pb and solid lines for12C. Only the Kroll-Ruderman and pion
pole terms are included in thegN→pN vertex.
der
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two
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n
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problem. As was shown in Ref.@18#, neglecting this leads
again to an overestimate of the rate. Furthermore, the nucle
polarization effects discussed here also lead to a reduction
was shown in Ref.@5#. The apparent good results compare
to the data obtained in Ref.@8#, using only the three body
absorption channel, are not surprising in view of the previou
discussion and the fact that there was a cutoff parameter
Ref. @8# which was adjusted to fit the data.

In Fig. 8 we show the results for the ratiosA3 /sA2 of
three to two body direct photon absorption in12C as a func-
tion of the photon energy. A very similar ratio is obtained fo
heavier nuclei like208Pb.

The curves in Fig. 8 are obtained as follows. The lin
spanning fromEg5100 MeV to 230 MeV corresponds to a
calculation in which only the Kroll-Ruderman and pion pole
terms are included in thegN→pN amplitude. These are the
dominant ones for energies around pion threshold. The lin
spanning fromEg5180 MeV up to 540 MeV corresponds to
photon absorption led by theD excitation terms alone which
are calculated from Eq. (15). These two curves are domina
at low (,150 MeV! and high energies (.300 MeV!, respec-
tively, and, as we see in the figure, they cross each oth
aroundEg5210 MeV which is also a transition point for the
dominance of the two types of mechanisms. A calculatio
containing all terms together would merge the results of Fi
8 into a continuous curve which would show up as a smoo
interpolation between the two curves around the crossin
region. This is indicated by the dashed line, which is mere
a guide to the eye. Inclusion of the extra terms considered
Ref. @5# at higher energies does not change the figure muc
with the background terms adding to two body absorptio
and the contribution from Fig. 6 to three body absorption
Hence, the line in Fig. 8 spanning fromEg5100 MeV to 550
MeV gives a fair account of the predictions of the model o
Ref. @5# complemented with the background three body ab
sorption terms introduced in the present work. We can sum
marize our findings by saying that two body absorption i
dominant at low energies but from energiesEg.400 MeV
on the three body contribution is sizable and comparabl
even bigger, than the two body one, as was also found f
three body pion absorption@2#.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In view of theoretical claims@8# that photon absorption at
energies around pion threshold is dominated by thre

o
rp-
for

FIG. 8. sA3 /sA2: ratio of three to two body direct photon ab-
sorption in 12C as a function of the photon energy. See explanatio
in the text.
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nucleon absorption and the contradiction with other theor
cal claims@5# that it is given by two body absorption, w
carried a thorough investigation of the three nucleon chan
incorporating all the theoretical ingredients that have prov
relevant in recent studies of photon nucleus interaction. T
experience gained in the study of one nucleon and t
nucleon inducedL decay@16,18#, which is analogous to the
present problem, was of much use. The results obtained
give photon absorption rates by three nucleons which are
the order of 10% or less than the two body one around p
threshold and stresses the two body dominance of the ph
absorption mechanisms at these energies. The large re
obtained in Ref.@8# were traced back to different approxima
tions used there, all of which magnified the relevance of
three body channel. At large photon energies dominated
D excitation the situation is different and, analogously to t
results obtained in pion absorption, which uses the same
put for theD self-energy as the study of photon absorption
Ref. @5#, one finds here that the ratio of three body absorpt
to two body absorption increases smoothly from a few p
cent at energies around pion threshold up to a ratio clos
1.5 at photon energies around 400 MeV, or equivalen
three body absorption represents there about 60% of the
absorption.

We expect that the coming photon experiments will sh
light on this issue much as the experiments in Ref.@1# have
shed much light on the question of the number of nucleo
involved in pion absorption.
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APPENDIX: POLARIZATION
AND CORRELATION CORRECTIONS

The nuclear polarization effects proved to be important
Ref. @5#. We show here how they are incorporated in t
terms which we are considering. Nuclear polarization effe
are taken into account by summing up the RPA diagra
implicit in Fig. 4. We follow here the steps of Sec. 9 of Re
@5#. On the one hand we must substitute

ImPp* ~q!→
ImPp* ~q!

u12VL~q!P̄p* ~q!u2
, ~A1!

whereVL(q) is the longitudinal part of theph interaction,
eti-
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nel
ed
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wo

here
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Vph[$VL~q!q̂i q̂ j1VT~q!~d i j2q̂i q̂ j !%, ~A2!

with

VL~q!5
f 2

m2 @qW 2Fp
2 ~q!D0~q!1g8#,

VT~q!5
f 2

m2 @qW 2Fr
2~q!Dr~q!Cr1g8#, ~A3!

g850.6, Dr the r propagator,Cr52, andFr the monopole
r form factor with Lr52500 MeV @18#. Another version
usingCr53.96 andLr51400 MeV @24# leads basically to
the same results. The functionP̄p* , related toPp* by means
of Eq. ~9!, contains, as shown in Eq.~10!, ph, Dh, and
2p2h excitation terms given by

P̄1p1h* ~q!5UN~q!,

P̄Dh* ~q!5UD~q!,

P̄2p2h* ~q!524p ReC0* r2S f 2m2D 21

2 i4p ImC0* reff
2 PH~q0,q,r!

PH~m,0,reff!
S f 2m2D 21

, ~A4!

whereUN ,UD are the ordinary Lindhard functions forph or
Dh excitation@27# with the normalization of the appendix of
Ref. @28#. We use the valueC0*5(0.1051 i0.096)m26 @18#.
The functionPH takes into account the phase space ava
able for real 2p2h excitation with incoming momentum
q0,qW in nuclear matter at densityr. Explicit expressions for
PH can be found in Eqs.~27!–~31! of Ref. @18#.

What one has done in Eq.~A4! is to take the empirical
input forP2p2h* from pionic atoms and extend it to off shell
situations. This is done by multiplying the on shell values b
the ratio of phase space for 2p2h, at the appropriate values
of q0, q, and r, to the one for the case of pionic atoms
namelyq05m, q50, andreff50.75r0 @29#.

On the other hand, Fig. 4 contains also the polarization
the ph excitation on the left of the diagram of Fig. 1~b!.
These corrections must also be implemented in the diagr
of Fig. 3. This affects in a different way the three contribu
tions to uTu2 in Eq. ~7!. The first term corresponds to the
square of the Kroll-Ruderman term while the other two co
respond to the square of the pion pole term and the interf
ence of the two terms. The polarization can be taken in
account modifying the terms in Eq.~7! as done in Sec. 9 of
Ref. @5#. Each term is multiplied by the factorPi , with
i51,2,3, respectively, where
P1[
1

u12VL~k2q!P̄* ~k2q!u2
qW 2

~kW2qW !2
1

2
~12cos2u!1

1

u12VT~k2q!P̄* ~k2q!u2
F12

qW 2

~kW2qW !2
1

2
~12cos2u!G ,

P2[P3[
1

u12VL~k2q!P̄* ~k2q!u2
, ~A5!
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andu is the angle betweenkW andqW .
The difference in the three terms appears because the first term is a mixture of spin longitudinal and transverse part

the other two are of pure spin longitudinal nature.
The polarization takes into account long range correlations. One must still correct for the effect of short range corre

and this is done again following the steps of Ref.@5# ~Appendix D!. We use here a simplified version of this latter work, whic
leads practically to the same results, and consists in replacing

D0~q!Fp~q!Fp~k2q!→D0~q!Fp~q!Fp~k2q!2D̃0~q!F̃p~q!F̃p~k2q!, ~A6!

whereD̃0 ,F̃p , are the same functionsD0 ,Fp but substitutingqW 2 by qW 21qc
2 , whereqc.780 MeV is the inverse of a typical

nuclear correlation distance@30#.
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